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NOMENCLATURE 
I 
. I 
A 3x3 rotational matrix that describes the orientation of one coordinate 
b 
b 1,2,3 
C 
d 
e 
f 
, 
frame to another 
length of thin beam model 
· vector pointing to the three vertics on the bottom platform 
6x6 matrix consisting of norn1alized leg and moment vectors 
vector consisting of x, y a.nd z translations 
6xl error vector where e == X 111 -Xd 
vector n1a.de up of the magnitudes of the forces acting on each of 
the six cable lengths 
force vector exerted on the bottom platform by cable leg i 
6x 1 force vector consisting of the elements in FE and ME 
3x 1 vector of external forces acting on the bottom platform 
3x 1 vector of gravitationa.l forces acting on the botton1 pla.tfc.)rn1 
• 
3 x 1 vector of the inertial forces of the system acting on the 
bottom platforn1 
F 9(X) 6x 1 force vector consisting of the ele1nents of F G, 
where X ca.n be Xd or Xm 
Fv(X,X) 6xl force vector consisting of the forces due to velocity components 
• • • 
where X and X can be Xd Xm or Xd, Xm 
' 
g gravitational vector acting on the bottom platform 
I 3x3 inertia tensor of the systen1 
J 9 x9 ma.nipulator Jacobian com pring of to ta.I deriva.ti ves <.)f the 
constra.int equa.tions 
l{p scalar ga.in a.pplied to the pc>sitio11 error 
l(v scalar ga.in applied to the velocity error 
legi magnitude of Li, for cable length i 
Ii 9 x 1 vector consisting of six cable length equations, and three 
platform constraint equation 
Li cable leg vector, for cable leg i 
n . 
i 
normalized moment vector, for ca,ble leg i 
N 3x6 matrix of normalized n10111ent vectors of each cable length 
.. 
m mass of the syste1n, which in this a.nalysis is just the n1ass of 
the thin rod model 
' ·;·~ 
•) 
ID· i-
r 
q 
Q 
s. 
t 
s 
s 
moment vector exerted on the bottom platform by cable leg i 
3x 1 mon1ent vector of externa.l forces acting on the botto1n platform 
3x 1 mo111ent. vector of the inertia.I forces acting on the botto1n platfor1n 
6x6 matrix of forces acting a.long the cable lengths due to an unit 
acceleration in the 6 DOF, where X can be Xd or Xm 
vector consisting of the generalized x, y and z translations 
6 x 1 vector consisting of the 6 cable lengths 
vector product of bC fT 
where 2s 1 equals one side of the top platform 
where 2s2 equals one side of thP bott.0111 platform 
normalized cable leg vector, f<)l' ca bl<l leg i 
d ispa lcen1en t dimensionless displa.cen1ent. va.lue \vhere S == -------total displacen1ent 
3x6 matrix of normalized ca.ble length a vectors 
vector pointing to the three vertices on the top platform 
T 4 x4 homogeneous transformation 1natrix, with rotational and 
translational elements 
v velocity vector in the botton1 pla.tforn1 
X six degree of freedon1 vector consisting of three tra.nsla.t.iona.l eler11ents-
T 
w 
-w 
·-
x,' y, z, and three rota.tioua.l ele1ne11ts- B, l/', <P 
d. · I · h tirne 1mens1on ess time w ere T == t t I t· o a 1n1e 
angular velocity vector of the bot torn platform 
skew symetric matrix of angular velocities about the ISA 
Preceding Superscripts 
b vector or 1T1a.trix referenced in thP b()t.t.on1 pla.tf<)l'lll cc)ordinat.f' systen1 
o vector or 111a.tr~x referenced in the origin or inertia. coordinta,te systen1 
t vector or 1natrix referenced in the top platforn1 coordinate syste111 
w vector or matrix referenced in the center of mass coordinate systeJTI 
,-
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes part of a. theoretical investigation on the feasibility of 
using robotic cranes for construction site applications. The focus here is tc) 
study the dynan1ic characteristics of a. robot crane as it moves through various 
nominal trajectories, and the application of a particular close-loop motion 
trajectory control scheme. The particular controller uses feedforward signal to 
reduce anticipated swaying of the payload. The proposed robot crane consists 
of a six wire parallel link or Stewart Platform supported by a general six degree 
of freedom manipulator. Equations modeling the geon1etry, kinematics, 
dynamics and the control of the n1a.nipulator crane are derived using coordina.te 
t ran formations, a. Newton-Euler f orn1 u la.t ion a.nd a "in verse pro blP n1" C(1Il t rc>l ler. 
A Turbo Pa.seal progran1 that si1nulates the systen1 is used tu exan1ine the 
robostness of the controller over various crane speeds and operational crane 
trajectories. 
·-~-· 
t 
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INTRODUCTION 
Background and Relevance: 
In the last decade there has seen a. tre1nendous growth in the use of robots in the 
manufacturing industry. More than 20,000 units were installed in the lJ nited States, n1ost. of 
them in the automotive or automotive-related industries [U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1987]. 
Amidst this technological development there are nearly no robots being employed in the U.S. 
construction industry [Dagalakis]. This lack of active interest in robotization of construction 
work is largely caused by the particular features of construction; the unique nature of every 
project, assembly and staging areas moving from one location in a site to another, divided 
managerial authority a.cross the processes, rugged environment and a volatile market. i\ll 
. 
these reason plus the riskiness and i1n\villingness to try ne\v idPas. ha.VP prPvent.Pd t lie' 
construction industry from seriously considering the use of robotic technologies. 
Construction is the single largest industry in the U.S. economy; its output accounts for 
about 8% of the GNP, and its employees constititue about 6% of the total work force. 
Construction is one of the least efficient industries. It is also the worst in improving its 
productivity as shown by the decline in its productivity gains of 1.5% annually over the la.st. 
deca.de [Warzawski]. Construction is labor intensive, strenuous, da.ngerous, and (1ften 
performed under harsh a.nd haza.rdous c(1nditions. attributing to its poor ()Utput levels and it.s 
high cost of production. 'fhis combina.tic)ll of scope a.nd inefficiency creates a. t.ren1<~11d()t1s 
potential for technical innovation with promise of productivitj' irnprovements a.nd a.11 
opportunity to remove human workers fro1n pote11tially dangerous working conditions. 
There are a nun1ber of projects underway at the Engineering Research Center for 
Advanced Technology for Large Structural Syste1ns ( .. i\. TLSS), funded by the Nationp,l Science 
Foundation (NSF). A group of these pr()jects concentrate on developing and a.ppl:ying 11P\\' 
connection designs within construction. i\ pr()J11ising result of these activities is a prop()s<'d 
"ATLSS Connection··. a. type of chan1fered connection 'A'hich has the potential of significantly 
improving the framing task both fron1 a. 1nechanics of assembly [Nguyen], and a. precisi(Jllal 
tolerance point of view [Doydum]. These concepts are preludes to construction auto1natio11 of 
the framing process. Other technologies which need develo15ment to make such automation 
possible are the development of appropriate robotic crane geometries and controls as well a.s 
• 
active sensor technologies for large measurement regions [Macedo]. The premise of these 
. 
projects is that a combination of these technologies will bring a.bout a. cost-effective a.utc>n1a.t.ed 
construction system. 
2 
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The focus of this thesis is to examine the motion characteristics of a class of robotic cranes 
that maybe able to alleviate some of the problerns associated with construction. A significa.nt. 
part of construction activity involves lifting, positioning and connecting large girders a.nd 
beams to building foundations and frarnes. These operations are labor intensive, da.11g<'ro11~ 
and tiring. For exa.mple., n1any buildings syst.~111 con1ponents must be la.nded on a. foundo.t.i<>ll 
or inserted with precise lateral position oricn ta.tion and declivity. 'l'he compone11<\ts ar<' 
~ 
usually lifted using a site crane from a truck bed or a staging area. Additional rigging, tag 
lines and contact forces applied by rigging personnel are used to make the landings. I-lands 
and feet are always in danger of being crushed by jack screws, wedges and gibs. Accident.a.I 
sway or rotation of the loading can cause the unfortunate injury and even death of a.11 
unsuspecting construction worker. 
~-
Currently, payloa.ds of construction cra.nes are sta.ble only in the VPrtica.l direction. '1'h0 
payload is free to rotate and sway in a.ll directions n1uch like a. pendulun1 under the slight.<'st 
lat'eral pressure, such as that generated by the wind. Under these conditions it is very difficult 
for a crane to work with precision or support robotic operations., due to the excessivP 
compliance of i~s end effector relative to its ba.se. Although, automatic crane antisway control 
devices have been applied to control the pendulum effects in the horizontal~directions thej' still 
fail to suppress the unwanted rota.ti«>ns of the load (Dagalakis). Other systems have been 
developed which try to solve the sway proble1n by en1ploying severa.l auxilia.ry wir<'s a11d 
winches. These systen1s a.dd considera.ble cornplexity a.nd cost to the lua.d ha.ndling syst.en1 and 
have not found acceptance in the industry. 'I'he solution to this problen1 is the use ()f 111ore 
precisely controllable cranes. This requires sensors capable of n1aking small measuren1ents 
t 
within a large work volu1ne and a new .generation of crane geo1netries. 
Conventionally designed robots which ha.ve a serial link arrangement have been suggested a.s 
construction cranes. Intrinsic to their design is the inability to control the detailed n1<)tion <)f 
the load. The low pa.yloa.d to manipulator a.rn1 \Veight ra.tio of these rr)bots a.re an inPff<'rti\'<' 
addition to the construction site [Pa.rshionika.r). '"fhe cra.ne design exa.mined in this pa.per 
results in a very stiff loa.d platform. When in tension, this innova.tive cra.ne ca.n be used as a 
robot base or end effector for lifting and positioning heavy loa.ds., such as steel bea.n1s~ during 
the framing phase of construction. This robot would enhance present handling systems, and is 
viewed as a major step towards the automation of the construction site. 
3 
Problem Description: 
This paper exan1ines some of the motion capabilites of a class of proposed robot crane 
arrangements. These arrangements will provide superior stiffness to load, roll and s,va.y 
operate over a large work volume without occupying significant floor space and are of a 
reasonable size. The mechanical concept considered is shown in Fig. 1 a. and 1 b, adapted ()11 a 
tower ·and a boom crane. The manipula.tor crane consists of a fine n1otion device suspPnd,,d 
from . a gross motion device. The fine rnot.ion device includes a. lower triangular plat.f<>r1n 
connected by six wire ropes, two at each vertex of the triangle, to an C)verhead platfcH·1n. or 
carriage. The carriage is part of an overhead, a. mobile or a boom crane which provides the 
gross motion capability. 
The platform includes a. single winch to ,vhich a.II six cables are a.tta.ched, and three pairs of 
equally spaced cable guides which keep the ca.bles away fron1 the ,vinch. The lengths of t.he 
cables are adjusted \vith actuators n1c)unted bet.,veen the pla.tforn1 and t.he guides. Adust.i11g 
the lengths of the ca.bles is used to cha.nge the position and orient.a.tion of the suspen{1~tJ 
platform, as well as control the cable tensions. 
Each of the cables within the suspension platfor1n bear a portion of payload. This 
improves the longivity of the cables, and the capacity of the crane. As long as the cables arc 
in tension the systen1 can accurately position the payload without hun1a.n intervention. a.11d 
provide a. stable pla.tfc)rn1 where torques a.nd side forces ca.n be exerted on objects hei11g 
positioned. The adva.nta.ge of this inc-rcased dexterity a.nd loa.d ca.pa.city will increas<' t.lH' 
speed, effectiveness and safety of the C()nstruct.ion site. 
Manipulators consisting of solid adjustable pistons in the place of the cableropes were first. 
used for the design of a tire test machine in the 1950's. They were later used for the design of 
flight simulators by D. Stewart [Stewart]. A n1odern application of the platfor1n 111echanis111 is 
the Link Flight Simula.tor, a high payload device for pilot training [Hunt]. 
The Stewart mechanisn1 is a. 1nen1ber of the pa.rallel link n1anipula.tor fan1ily. In this fa.1uily 
the links are positioned side by side in a. so1ne wha.t parallel 1nanner. Each link serves a. rol,, 
approxima.tely equal to that of its neighbor. ,_fhis is quite different fron1 the n1ore co1nn1on 
serial link manipulators where a chain of links is connected end to end in a serial 1nanner. 
Parallel link manipulators are known for their high strength and stiffness to weight ratios. 
The actuators bear no· 1noment loads and a.ct in simple tension or con1pression; al~owing for 
larger external force and moment carrying ca.pa.cities. The more con1mon seriaf kinen1atic 
4 
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Figure la: Tower crane witl1 Stewart Platform 
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Figure lb: Boom crane with Stewart Platform . 
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chain mechanisms, have a large reach and work space, a quality not held by. pa.rallel linkages. 
Serial manipulators are inherently co1nplian t and usually . have undesirable dynan1ic 
characteristics at high speed and load conditions. By placing the parallel linkage at the end of 
serial linkage the best qualities of both can be obtained. In this thesis we examine these 
qualities. 
Solution Method: 
The solution method used consists of first generating an analytical n1odel of the syste111 
geometry. The model consists of the kinen1atic relationship of each cable length to the relative 
position and orientation or pose of the top to the bottom platform. By applying coordina.te 
.transformation to the vectors pointing to the various cables we determine the length, and la.ter 
the forces and moments effecting the tension on the cable lengths. The cable vectors and the 
rotational matrix of a. general Stewart. t>Jat.forn1 configura.tion is presented, along ,vit.li the 
evaluation of the linea.r a.nd angular velocities a.11d a.ccelerations for the bot.to1n platforn1. 
l(inematics equations needed to relate the differential 1notion of the n1anipulator platforrn 
to that of the linear velocity, and acceleration of the cable lengths are also deterrnined. 
Althou·gh these equations are not used in the dynamics and controls study their derivation is 
required in our future research program. Currently, a prototype robot crane is begin 
constructed by a team of student engineers fro1n August Design and Development, a.nd thP 
Institute for Robotics at Lehigh lJniversity. \,\Then the prototype is con1pleted a,ctuator spePds 
an(! torques obtained fro111 this a.nalysis ,viii bC' used to genera.te a set of desired t.rajert<.)rics. 
These kinematic equa.tions will also forn1 a, n1eans for using position and force sensors signals 
to correct for trajectory errors generated b.Y the prototype du ring the execution <.)f its 
trajectories. 
As part of the effort a simulation/control program that can be used to both graphica.lly 
sin1ulate and actuall)' control the robot has been developed at Lehigh University [Stephen]. 
The graphical simulation a.llows the poses to be inputted using a. joystick. The progra.rn ,viii 
than simulate the sequence of n1otions .. .\ sepa.ra.te portion of the pr()gra.111 is being dPvf'l<.)pf'd 
which will be able to output the selected sequence to the servo controls of the cra.ne. ,·rhe 
current plan is to use the graphical sin1ulat.or/controller with the prototype crane, 1nentioned 
above. The trajectories producted within the current effort could then be both simulated and 
used on a real system. 
,.., 
' 
... .. 
.. 
The control algorithmes used in this thesis require the use of a dynamic model tt) 
determine the forces and torques required of the actuator motors to balance the inertia. a.nd 
forces applied to the platform by the wind and by the structure being assembled. A Newton-
Euler formulation is used because of the directness of the equations when applied to the crane. 
The equations incorporate all the forces and n1on1ents acting on the suspended platforn1 ~ 
including the coupling forces and moments bet\veen the cables and the platforms. The r<'V<'rs<' 
and forward form of the dynamic proble111 a.r<' d,\ter1nined in a vector forn1at. IncludPd ~ ar<' 
equations used to generate the gross 111c>tion trajectory of the botto1n platform. l'hesP 
equations are applied to the upper carriage center line distance between the upper carria.ge a.nd 
lower platform, and the orientation of the lower platform relative to the upper platform. 
The position control used requires knowledge of the desired cable tensions for a given set 
of desired nominal positions, velocities and a.ccelerations trajectories. The dynamics of this 
manipulator are governed by nonlinea.r Pquations. n1aking sin1ple contr{)llPrs in1prartical. \\'" 
exploit the idea of the ''inverse problern·· tc) genera.tP a feedfor\vard control signa.l \,·hicli 
attempts to keep the cables in tension. '"J'h<' ad\'anta.ge of this control schen1e is that it d<·cll~ 
directly with the position a.nd orienta.tion of the botto1n platforn1 rela.tive to the top pla.tfc)r111. 
8 C 
., 
KINEMATICS 
The system consists of a gross motion and a fine motion device. The gross n1oti<.)11 is 
p' provided by a serial linkage such as a tower, boom or mobile crane arrangement. The gross 
motion device maneuveres the upper portion of the Stewart Platform. The platfor1n provides 
fine motions. In the development of the theory here we assume that the upper portion of the 
Stewart Platform may be arbitrarily placed and moved in 6-space by defining three positions 
and three orientation variables. When a boom, tower or mobile arrangement is utiliz~d in ,-
providing the gross 1notion this arbitrary nature is appropriately reduced so that. it 
corresponds to the spacially constrained S)'Sten1s. We assume that the desired motion <.>f the· 
upper platform is given a priori and is not effected by the dynamic interaction with the 111<.>ving 
. 
platform. This assumption is valid only when atte1nping to understand the basic nature of the 
fine motion system trajectory as a function of the gross motion inputs. 
Geometry: 
The basic structure of the robot cra,ne support system, is sho\vn on in Fig. 2b. 'l'li,, 
overhead or top platform and the suspended or bott.0111 platfor1n a.r<' a.ssun1cd to be Pquilat<'r,d 
triangles. In the arbitra.rily selected position shown both triangles a.re horizontal \vit li t licir 
centers of gravity lying on the veritical z-axis. The vectors pointing fron1 the center of each 
triangle to their vertices interms of the particula.r platform coordinate systems are: 
tt1 T ( -s 1\13/3, -S1, 0 ) 
tt2 T ( -s 1\13/3, S1, 0 ) (l.la.) 
tt T 
3 ( 2s 1\13/:3, 0, 0 ) 
bb T ( s2 \13 /3, s --, ' 0 ) 1 "" 
bb T 
2 (-2s 2 \13/;3, 0, 0 ) (1.1.b) 
bb3 T ( s:?\13/3, -s ')' 0 ) 
-
where 2s1 is the length of one side of the top triangle, and 2s2 is the length of
 one side of the 
bottom triangle. The superscript, t and b indicate that the vectors are defined with respect to 
the top and the bottom platform coordinate system, respectively. 
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(a) (b) 
~ I 
Figure 2: (a) 6 POF manipulator platfrom coordinate frames,. (b) Robot crane suppo1·t structure 
I / 
,, 
Coordinate Transformation: 
Both triangles undergo rigid body motion cha.racterized by three displacements, x, y, z a.nd 
3-1-2 Euler rotations; ¢ about the z-axis. 0 about the x-axis, and 1/1 a.bout the y-a.xis. .:\ 
vector ri with ith frame components rxi' ryi and r 2 i is used to determine the location of a ()(>int 
P with respect to a base point Oi. The same point is located with respect to a base point Oj 
using a vector rj. The jth frame components of rj are rxj, ryj and r2j, see Fig. 3a. A 
transformation which relates these basis dependent components of the vectors ri and rj is 
determined using the coordinate transformation equation: 
r xi r xi 
r yi 
I + A .. ryj f·· IJ IJ 
r zi r zj 
or, 
. 
. 
Ir. I + A .. Jr. r .. I IJ IJ J 
where 1rij is the translational vector from the origin a.I position to the next position: 
[ rx rz J 
Au is the rotational ma.trix expressed in tern1s of the previously mentioned angles: 
A .. 
IJ 
cos 1/Jcos¢-si n 1/Jsi n Osi n ¢ 
cos 1/Jsi n ¢+sin 'lj;si n O cos¢ 
-si I"! 1/JcosO 
-cosOsi n ¢ sin 1/Jcos¢+cosl/Jsi n Osi n ¢ 
cos0cos¢ 
sinO 
sin 'f/;si n ¢-cos 1/Jsi n () cos¢ 
cos'l/JcosO 
(1:>a) 
(1.2b) 
(}.:~) 
.. 
( 1.4) 
Three coordinate transforma.tions will be used in this paper: frcJnl t.he origin to the top 
platform, the top pla.tforrn to the botton1 platforn1. a.nd the bottc>n1 platfcJrn1 to thP syst.~,n ·:-,; 
center of mass. These rotational matrices are represented by A0 t, Atb and Abw' respectively. 
The components of A0 t and Atb are as in ( 1.4 ). The matrix Abw is an identity. 
• 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3: (a)' Translation and rotation of a point P, (b) Top and bottom platform description 
of vectors pointing to platform vertice,s 
. ' 
Reverse Kinematics: 
In serial manipulators the forward kinP111a.tics problem of determining the positi<)ll and 
' 
orientation of an end effector given the joint or pair variables is a much simpler problern t.() 
solve then the reverse kinematics problen1. For pa.ra.llel linkages, like the Stewart Pla.tfc>rn1. it 
is m_uch easier to solve the reverse kinematics problem, where the pair variables are detern1ined 
.given the pose. Because of this factor the n1otion planning and control strategy is somewhat 
different than that a.pplied in the more common serial case. 
The instantaneous geometry of the robot crane, given the platform positions anrl 
orientation are determined with the aid of Fig. 3b. Applying the transformation equa.t.ic>n:-; 
(1.2), (1.3) and (1.4). on the coordinates c>f t.hP vertices of the top platform givPn i11 J·:q. 
-(I.la), we determine the vector distance of the vertices of the top pla.tforn1 written in t.11<' 
bottom platform coordinate syste111: 
Upon noting that bdb== -Abttdb, we rewrite (1.5a) in a more straight forward manner: 
bt 
1,2,3 Abt ( t t t d ) 1,2,3 - b 
( 1.5a) 
( I .5 b) 
The leg vectors are determined by substracting the top vectors from the botton1 vectors, 
resulting in: 
bL. -
i -
The cable lengths, legi, are the magnitude of vector bLi: 
i - . 
legi - I bLi I 
and the normalized leg vectors are: 
I bL· bL· 
" t • i 
bLi 
legi 
( 1.6) 
( I . ') 
( 1.8) 
We cross multiply the vector ti, written in the center of n1ass coordinate systen1, to the 
unit leg vector bs. to determine the norn1alized n101nen t of the leg vector about the botton1 
i . 
13 
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platform coordinate system: 
( 1.9) 
Note that a coordinate transformation is applied to wt 1 ,2 ,3 in the sin1ulations so thctt. tit,, 
components of the resultant vector ni are in their correct basis. 
Position, Velocity and Acceleration of the Bottom Platform: 
Evaluation of the robot dynamics requires that the linear and angular velocities and 
accelerations of both platforms be known. The linear position, velocity and acceleration of the 
bottom platform relative to the bottom platform coordinate system, bdb, bvb ancl bvb. 
respectively, are detern1ined by starting with the tra.nsformation Eq. (1.2). Refering to 1-'ig. -la 
. 
we begin by taking the vector in the top platform origin to the bot ton1 pla.tforrn origi 11. a II d 
transform it to the inertia. or ground coordinate fran1e (Ha.ug]: 
od 
b 
using b frame components Eq. ( 1.10a) becomes, 
(1.10a) 
(I.IOI>) 
By ta,king the first derivative of Eq. (l.lOa.) we get the linear velocity of the botton1 pla.t.ft1r111 
• od 
b 
using b frame components we have, 
Taking the second derivative of Eq. ( 1.1 la) we get the linea.r acceleration: 
•• od 
b 
using b frame components, 
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(l.lla.) 
,.-
(I.I lb) 
( 1.12a) 
(1.12b) 
,, 
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Figure 4: ( a) Coordi11ate tra11sfor111atio11 fro1n botto111 platfor111 to tl1e orgi11, ( b) TI1i11 ro<l 1nodel 
. 
• • 
' 
•• 
where the value of vectors tvb, 0 vt and tvb are known. A0 t is the second total derivative ()f 
the matrix A, defined in Eq. (1.4), taken with respect to time: 
.. d2Aotd9/ 2d2AotdfPtd(Jt d2AotdfPt2 
Aot - d9/ dt2 + d9tdfPt dt dt + d¢/ dt2 + 
(1.13) 
2 d2 Aot d1f>td¢t d2 Aot d4>/ 2 d2 Aot d9td4>t 
dfPtd<l>t dt dt + d4>t 2 dt2 + d<l>td(Jt dt dt 
Angular Velocity and Acceleration of the Bottom Platform: 
A skew symmetric n1atrix, 'wu, is used to represents the angula.r velocity of the j fra.111(' 
with respect to the i fra.me written with co1nponents in the i frame in dynamics equations tha.t 
will be presented later. This matrix is computed using [Haug]: 
. T 
'w .. = A .. A .. IJ IJ IJ (1.14) 
The components of the skew symmetric 3x3 n1atrix ,.wij n1ake up the 3x 1 vector 'wu, sine<' 1 wij 
is orthogonal to the ske\v syn1111etric n1at.rix. r'or our problen1 Au is replaced by the t \\'() 
transformations A 0 tAtb· Equation ( 1.14) becon1es: 
· T T 
owob == [ Aot Atb] + [ Atb Aot ] (1.15a) 
upon expanding and simplifying, . 
(1.l,5b) 
In terms of the b fra.me co1nponents, 
(1.15c) 
, 
The total derivates of the rotational matrix are taken with respect to time to yield: 
• dA0 t dOt dA0 t d lPt dA0 t d<l>t 
Aot (1.16a) - + d·rpt dt + d<l>t dt d(}t dt 
• dAtb dBb dAtb d 1/Jb . dAtb d</>b 
Atb (1.16b) d(}b dt + dl/>b dt + d</>b dt 
l(t 
To determine the rate of change in ° w0 b we first note that: 
(1.17) 
Taki'ng the derivative of Eq. (1.17) and writing the result using b frame components result in: 
(l·.18) 
In the computer simulation the values of 0 w0 t, 0 wtb' 0 w0 t and 0 wtb well be given. 
Differential Motion and Forward Kinematics Problem: 
The forward kinematics problem where the cable lengths a.re given a.nd the positic>n a.nd 
orientation of the botton1 platforn1 are to be detern1ine, has no known closed forn1 sul11t.i(>ll. 
An iterative numerica.l search is used ba.sed un the differentia.l n1oti<.)11 <>f the pla.tfor111. 'l'li<' 
differential motion of the platforn1 is' detern1ined using the nine constraint equations, rela.ting 
the manipulator platform to the overhead carria.ge: 
1 2 1 
I 2 
2 
1 2 3 
') 1 -4 
1 2 
5 
1 2 
6 
( bb2x - btlx )2 + ( bb2y - btly )2 + ( bb2z bt )2 lz 
( bb3x b tlx )2 + ( bb3y b tly )2 + ( bb3z b tlz )2 
( bb3x b t2x )2 + ( bb3y b t2y ') )- + ( bb3z b t2z )2 
( bblx b 
') 
bbly b 
') 
b~lz 
b :? 
t2x )- + ( t2y )- + ( t2z ·) . 
( bblx b t3x ') )- + ( bbly b 2 b · b ,. ' · 2 t3y ) + ( blz - t3z ) 
( bb2x b ') b t3x )"' + ( b2y bt3y )2 + (. bb2z 
( bt2x - btlx )2 + ( bt2y - btly )2 + ( bt2z 
( bt3x bt2x )2 + ( bt3y bt2y )2 + ( bt3z 
( btlx bt3x )2 + ( btly bt3y )2 + ( btlz 
- bt3z )2 
btlz )2 
bt2z )2 
bt3z )2 
• 
(l.lDa) 
(1.19b) 
Where bb1 ,2 ,3 and 6t 1 ,2 ,3 of Eq. (1.19) are the directional vectors of tl1e cable lengths 
determined in Eq. (1.1) and (1.5a). Equation (1.19b) applies to sides of the top platforn1 and 
Eq. ( 1.19a) applies to the cable lengths. Each cable length, Ii are used as pair variables qi, as 
shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5: Cable lengtl1 definitio11 
r· 
The nine simulateous equations of Eq. ( 1.19) contain nine unknowns, the components <.>f 
the bt 1 ,2 ,3 • The values of bb1,2 ,3 , and Ii are known. Upon determining these 9 unknowns the 
position and orientation of the bottom platform relative to the top are calculated using tq. 
(1.5b). 
To solve the nine si1nultaneous equations a. differential relationship between the cahl,, 
displacements and the relative pose of thP bot.t<)lll platform to the top pla.tfo~~ is used. 'T'lt,, 
equatioQ is formed by differentiating the kinen1a.tic equations of (1.19) so that we obtain: 
or, 
dql 
dq2 
dq3 
dq4 
dq5 
dq6 
0 
0 
0 
..,. 
b dq = J dt 
bqi 
6t123 
( 1.20a) 
dtlx 
dt2x 
dt3x 
d t. ly 
<l t2y ( l.:?Ob) 
dt3y 
dtlz 
dt2z 
dt3z 
where dq and bdt are infinitesimal displace1nent vectors. The n1atrix J is the n1anipulat<)r 
Jacobian. It is con1 prised of the partial derivatives of ( 1.19) with respect to pla.tf or1n 
displacements due tu cha.nges in 6 t, where the vector 6t is a. functi<)llS <)f the curreut. p<)sit.io11 
and orientation of the bottom platfor1n. This equation can be used iteratively in co111 bina.t.il)ll 
with: 
Qnew = Qold + dq r, (1.21) 
to generate required differential joint motions for a platform to follow a known spa.tia.l 
trajectory. 
The differential relationship between the cable displacements a,nd the botton1 pla.tfor1n du<~ 
to the acceleration of the platform is found using the second derivative of (1.19): 
( 1.22) 
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where ~ is the total derivative of J. Values of b ~ and b !2t\, for the simulation were cal ulated 
by taking the total derivative of ( 1.5b ). 
To determine the solution of the forward kinematic problem we rearrange Eq. · ( 1.20a) 
resulting in: 
• 
. ·• 
.. .. 
... 
Using these equations ~ith tnew= told + dt, and Eq. (1.19) w'e iteriate until dt rs ~ufficient.ly 
small. At that point the forward kinematics solution is determined. 
• • .. . 
The Jacobian was determined A in a nun1ber of compute"r simulations. There were no 
problems encountered in inverting the n1atrix as long as the cable geon1etry was of a con1111011 
configuration . 
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DYNAMICS 
The dynamic equations development here are based on a two assumputions. First, we 
neglect the mass of the cables since the loads the crane works with are much larger than the 
cable weights. Second, the compliance of the cables are not considered since their deflections 
are s1nall [Dagalakis]. 
Reverse Dyanamics: 
The inverse or reverse dynamic problem is undertaken here, where the inputs are the 
trajectories, or the position, orientation, velocity and acceleration of the system and the 
outputs are the forces and torques applied at each instant of time by the actuators a.s thP 
system follows the specified trajectories. 
By taking the direct interpretation of N~\vtuu ~s Second La.\v of f\1ot.ion to the pla.t.fur111 
motion one obtains: 
6 
b FE + b 1~ G + .L bf i 
/=l 
Rewriting in matrix form and rearranging: 
Where, 
-· 
bg 
f 
bF 
E 
bF 
I 
is a n1atrix of unit. vectors along the cable legs 
is a. vector of the forces acting a.long the length of the ca.bles 
is the vector of external forces acting on the platforn1 
is the vector of inertial forces acting on the platform, which 
can also be written as mbvb where m is the mass of the system 
and bv b is determined using Eq. ( 1.12b) 
bF G is the vector of gravitational force acting on the platforn1, which 
b . b can e written as m gb 
Applying Euler's equation to the botton1 platfor1T1 results in: 
,·., ........ ' 
... 
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( 2 .1) 
• 
( 2.2) 
(2.3) 
In matrix form, 
(:2.4) 
Where, 
bN is the matrix of normalized moment vectors of each cable length 
bME is the moment vector of the external forces acting on 
the bottom platform. 
The moment vector of the inertial forces of the system acting on the bottom platforn1, 6 M i~ is: 
0 -wz wy 
wz O -wx 
-wy wx 0 
b b T · I wob 
where bwob' 6w0 b and 6w0 b are determined using Eq. (1.15c), (1.17) and (1.18). 
Eq. (2.2) and (2.4) a.re co1nbined to yield: 
f1 b F Ix - b F Ex - b F Gx 
f2 br, bF bF "ly - Ey - Gy 
be f3 • 
f4 • 
f5 
bMlz _bMEz f6 
:. 
(2.S) 
(:2.G) 
The 6x6 matrix bC is nonsingular. It contains the normalized cable force and cable mo1nent 
directions with respect to the bottom platform coordinate systen1 bs and bn, respectively. 
These elements of bC are evaluated using Eq. ( 1.8) and ( 1.9 ). 'I'he ca.hie tensions are 
detern1ined b~ pren1ultiply Eq. (2.6) with the inverse of bC. 
" 
. I .. .. 
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Forward Dynamics: 
The forward dynamic solution is required for the feedforward control technique that will b,~ 
applied in this thesis, where the feedforward controller will be used to keep the cables i11 
tension, and keep the position of the load in constant control. The forward dynamic equations 
determine the linear and angular accelerations of the manipulator platform given the desired 
cable forces, the position, orientation, and velocity of the bottom platform, as well as the 
trajectory of the top platform. 
The forward dynan1ic equations are derived directly from Eq. (2.6). We define the 111at.rix 
product on the right side of Eq. (2.6) as a vector Q, and rewrite the equation to yield: 
Ql b F Ix - b F Ex - b F Gx 
Q2 bFly _bf Ey _bF Gy 
Q3 • 
Q4 • 
Q5 
Q5 bM b lz - MEz 
Eq. (2.7) is then sepera.ted into linear a.nd angula.r acceleration equations: 
Ql 
m-1 Q2 +bFE+bFG 
Q3 
where, bl is the 3 x 3 system inertia tensor. 
0 -wz wy 
wz O -wx 
-WY WX 0 
bl b T 
wob 
(2. 7) 
( 2.8a.) 
(~.8b) 
-
In the simulation the load is modeled as a thin rod. The thjn rod model was chosen to 
emulate the inertia of an I-beam., and it provides an invertible nonsingular matrix that rna.kes 
the forward dynami·cs a. simple rearrange1nent of Eq. (2.7). Refering to Fig. 4b~ \Ve see that 
by symmetry the inertia tensor of a thin rod, with respect to the center of mass of the rod. is: 
23 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
(2.9) 
The inertia tensor of the thin rod in the bottom platform coordinate frame becomes: 
(2.10) 
where lbw is the point n1ass tensor of the center of 1nass, with respect to the botto111 pla.tfor111 
coordinate system. Equation (2.10) is used because the b frame is aligned with the w fran1e 
[Crouch]. The resulting equation is a nonsingular symmetric 3x3 matrix: 
1\
2 + ( d xw 2 '.:f-d zw 2 ) -dxwdyw -dxwdzw 
bl ITI -dxwdyw (dxw 2 +dzw 2 ) -dywdzw (:2.11) 
'} 
-·dxwdzw -dywdzw b- 2 2· • 12 +(dxw +dyw ) 
The values <lxw, dyw and d2 w represent the distance between the bottom platform coordinate 
system to the center of mass,.coordinate system. The symbol "m" is the mass of the systen1, 
and "b" is the length of the rod . 
. 1') 
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MOTION PLANNING AND CONTROL 
The most difficult part of using of a pa.rallel link manipulator lies in selecting and 
~orporating an appropriate control systen1. We decided to use a feedforward controller t.() 
generate the fine motion trajectory inputs for the fine motion of the Stewart Platform portion 
of the crane. The gross motion trajectory inputs will be provided by deriving a polyno1nial 
equation satisfying the gross motion constraints. 
Prescribed Motion Trajectory: 
The prescribed gross. motion trajectory is based on the use of algebraic poly1.10111ia.ls as 
defined by the Dudley's polydyne method [Chen]. The name "polydyne" is a neologisn1 that. is 
,. 
based on the words "polynomial" and "dynamics". The technique is used to generate snl()oth 
well behave profiles that fulfill design or motion trajectory requiren1ents. The 111ethod is 
commonly used to specify the motion of ca1n and follower mechanisms, used in high speed 
applications but, it also proves to be useful when equations of motion are needed tl1at have to 
meet a large number of boundary conditions. 
Starting with the nth degree polj'I101nia.l equations of the forn1: 
(:1.1) 
where S and r are dimensionless elements of system displacement and time, 
d ispa lce,nent 
S - total displacement ' T 
time ( 3.2) 
total time 
· The C's are consta.nt coefficients chosen so tha.t S and its derivatives satisfy the prescribed 
boundary conditions of the n1otion event. i\ sufficient number of tern1s are used in the 
polynomial to define the required action of the system. 
. . 
The boundary conditions for the system trajectory being considered involves zero velocity, 
acceleration and jerk elements at the beginning and at the end of the proposed motion, that is: 
when T 
when T 
0, S 
1, S 
0, V == 0, A 
1, V == 0, A 
25 
0, J 
0, J 
0 
0 
(3.3a.) 
(3.3b) 
These eight conditions establish the need of a seventh order polynomial. Applying th<' 
boundary conditions of (3.3), we find that C0 =C 1 =C2 =C3 =0, and the following four 
equations: 
1 = C~4+Cs+C6+C1 
0 = 4C~4+5Cs+6C6+7C7 
0 = 12C4+20C~s+30C6+42C7 
0 = 24C4+60Cs+ 120C6+210C1 
Solving these equations yields the displacement equation for the polynomial curve, and its 
derivatives. Writing only the acceleration equation that governs the gross motion of the-\ 
system we have: 
or, 
•• 
X 
S = 420r 4 -84r 5 +70r 6 -20r 7 
X.TotDi\ (420r 4 -84r 5 +70r 6 -20r 7 ) 
tTotTime 
( 3 .5a.) 
(3.5b) 
A plot of the resulting dimensionless position, velocity, a.cceleration and jerk curves are shc)\\·11 
on Fig. 6. 
Feedforward Control and Fine Motion Trajectories: 
The platform has six degrees of freedom governed by the lengths of the cable wires. \\1 e 
assume that the motion of the top platforn1 is known in 6-space. The equations of motion of 
the bottom platform are given in (2.6) and is re\vritten as the familiar second order equation: 
• • • 
M ( X n,) X m + .F' v ( X n,, X 111 ) + F' g ( X m) + F"'e fn, (:3.(j) 
where M(Xm) is our model of the inertia. matrix. It is independent of gravity and the botton1 
platform velocity, but depends on the relative position and orientation of x, y, z, (}, 'lj), and ¢ of 
the bottom platform relative to the ground. The product M(Xm)Xm is a 6x 1 vector 
containing all inertial forces due to botton1 platform acceleration. The forces due to Coriolis. 
l. . 
. centripetal and other velocities based on the inertial forces of the bottom platforn1 · a~re 
• 
contained in vector Fv(Xn,,Xn1 ). 1'he vector Fg contains the gra.vitational forces, li'e tli<' 
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Figure 6: Dimensionless displaceme11 t, velocity, acceleratio11 
and jerk curves for tl1e p0Iy11o111ial equation 
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• 
external forces, and f is a vector scalar forces acting along the cable lengths and are required of 
the actuators. 
' 
To determine the required input forces as a. function of desired platform acceleration \\'<' 
introduce a second con1ponents into the control systen1, a desire-state con1ponent fd. 'l'h,, t.,,·(> 
components are governed by the same dynan1ic equations, differing only in their respPcti\'<' 
trajectory inputs. The desired input cable forces are computed from the equation [Luh]: " 
where Kv is a scalar gain applied to the velocity error, and Kp is a scalar gain applied tu the 
. 
position error. This technique is an effective n1ethod of n1a.nipula.tor cont.r()I provided X,11 a11d 
• Xm converges to Xd a.nd Xd. For this t.o ha.ppc~n the desired a.nd the lll(Jdeled syste1n \\'(>tild 
have to be similar, that is: 
M(Xd) ~ M(Xm) 
F v(Xd,Xd) ~ F v(Xm,Xm) 
F 9 (Xd) ~ F 9(Xm) 
fd ~ fm 
If Eq. (3.8) are all sa.tisfied, then (3.7) becornes: 
M(Xm){Xd+l(v[Xct-Xm]+l(p[Xd-Xn1]} + Fv(Xm,Xm) + Fg(Xn,) + Fe 
Equating Eq. (3.9) with (3.6) we get: 
When the matrix M(X 111 ) is nonsingular (3.10) reduces to: 
( 3.8) 
fn1 (:3.9) 
( 3.10) 
(3.11) 
where e is the position error (Xm-Xct)· This method eliminates the nonlinear geometric 
effects, leaving us with a very· simple linear feedback system. Rewriting (3.11) in sta.te 
variable form, with e == e1 and e = e 2 yields: 
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(3.12) 
The values of Kv and l(p is selected arbitrarily to set the system poles to any desired point. 
I 
When the values of I<v and Kp are chosen so that the characteristic roots of (3.11) have 
negative real parts, the lim e well approach zero asymptotically. 
t--+ 00 
A block diagram of the feedforward control scheme which applies Eq. (3.7) and (:3.10) 
directly is shown in Fig. 7. A large l{p' results in a high system stiffness. Although the linear 
model of the system may be stiff, the syste1n could itself be very compliant. In cable driven 
systems, such as this, it is not desireable that the cables be compressed, or slack, or the systen1 
will loss their ability to control the state variables. Thus it is essential that the gains be 
selected so that the ca.hies are always in tension. As we shall see in the si1nula.tions that. 
follow, gain selectiona are dependent on the given gross trajector:,1 • a.nd the ability oft.lie 
controller to reduce positional errors au<l kcf•p the cables in tension is grea.tly dependent. ()II t.lH' 
accuracy of the prediction model. 
!). 
.. 
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Figure 7: Block diagra111 of tl1e feedforward control syste1n 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Computer Algorithm: 
The trajectory planning and control algorithms were coded in Turbo Pascal Version 5.,5. 
and executed on a personal computer equipped \vith a 8087 floating-point numeric coprocess<)r. 
All computations are done in double precision (64 bits). No effort was 1nade to opti1T1iz<' t IH' 
program code. A constant step size of one hundredth of a second is used. lncrea.scs a11d 
decreases in the tin1e steps by thirty percent do not significantly alter the simulation r<'sult s. 
A simulation of 30 seconds of robot motion and control requires approximately 25 minutes on 
a PC with a Norton rating of 2. 
The program used to simulate this systen1 uses the platform accelerations as the inputs. 
The gross motion of the top platform is ca.lcula.ted using Eq. (3.5b ). The fine motion <)f th<' 
Stewart Platform is deter1nined by appling the C<>ntroller shown in F'ig. 7. where Eq. (:2.(i) a11d 
(2.8) take into account the forces a.ssociated \vith the rnotion of the t<)p platf<)rn1. 'J'IH' 
equation needed to generate the new top a.nd botton1 platforn1 position, orientati<)ll and 
velocities after a given time interval is detern1ined using: 
• • • • 
Xnew Xo1d+ X t (3.13) 
Xnew ( :3. 14 ) 
where, 
T X ,== ( x. y • z. 0. ·~,. ¢ ) 
.. 
There are two sets of X vectors; Xt consisting of the 6 DO F associated with the top pla.tforn1 
and Xb consisting of the 6 DOF associated ,vith the bottom platforn1. 
·Robot Crane Dimensions and the Performance Indices: 
The dimensions for the platforms, as ,vell a.s the length and weight of the thin rod 1nodel. 
were chosen in an attempt to simula.te the t,ype of externa.l loads a. rea.l robot cra.ne \V<Juld 
anticipated during construction operations. Using a. standard W2 steel beam as a. refPrence 
guide, the length of the thin rod model wa.s set at 5m ( 16.4 ft) and the weight of 6670.8N 
(1500 lbf). The center of mass of the beam was placed 0.31n below the platform to account for 
the height of the beam, clamps and end effector required to support the load. The ration of 
platform sizes best suited for automating the constuction site is selected as three to one 
[Stephen]. In the simulation s1 =3m and s2 = lm were chosen. 
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Two measures are used to quantify the deviations of the robot crane's perforn1ance fron1 
an ideal performance. The measures are the system's settling time, ts, and the magnitude of 
the "deviated system i1npulse", IMP. The first n1easure relates the speed of response while the 
second measures the ability of the system to keep the cables in tension. 
The settling time is the time that the bottom platform continues to osillicate until a 
displacement error, e == (Xm-Xd), enters and stays within a given tolerance band, after t.hP 
top platform stops rnoving. The tolerance ba.nd is arbitrary set at ± 0.0251n ( 1 in) aud ± 
0.025rad. The ma.gnitude of the "deviated system impulse" of the system or IM l) . IS a.11 
amalgamated total of the vector differential of the desired cable forces n1inus the actua.l ca.blP 
forces over the control interval ( ts O): 
IMP== I Deviated Impulse I f.(t) I dt I ( .-1 • I ) 
The IMP is a scalar va.lue, with units N ·s. It. 1neasures the su1n of the change of the linear 
momentum of the system from an ideal sta.te. l\1ini1nizing this value prc)duces a systen1 ,,·her<' 
the load is evenly distribed among the six ca.bles, enhancing the systen1 ,s stability and stiffness. 
System Response: 
The following sections consist of a total of six case studies involving various operations of 
the proposed robot cra.ne. In the first simulation nulled gains are used to verify the dyna.n1ic 
model and show that, to the first order, the crane can be approxin1a.ted by a. si1nple pend u I u Ill 
with no dan1ping. In the second sin1ula.tion study the effects the cc)ntroller ga.ins, l(p and l,v. 
have on the ability of the crane to 1r1ove the pa.yloa.d in a. ra.dially horizontal n1a.1111c-~r is 
examined. An optima.I gain for this trajector)' is suggested and used in the other ca.se studies. 
In each study the robustness of the selected gains to various crane trajectories is exan1ined. 
The trajectories com bin es the three types of gross motion possible in a boom cra.ne~ 
horizontal/radial, horizontal/tangential and vertical. These case studies provide an overvie\v 
to the nature of the robot crane and some understanding of the effectiveness and limita.tions of 
the implemented con trailer. 
A table outlining the case studies is given in Fig. 8. Top platforn1 n1otion is 1nainta.ined fur 
30 seconds in all simulations except for the third case where the motion time is varied. 'I'he 
initial platform positions O dt and t db given applies to all six cases. These chosen positions 
represent a typical crane configuration during actual operation conditions . 
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Case 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Gain 
Kp==O Kv==O 
varied 
Kp==0.45 Kv==0.70 
Kp=0.45 Kv==0.70 
Kp==0.45 Kv==0.70 
Kp==0.45 Kv==0.70 
Horizontal/rad ia I 
y- a Xi S ( 111 / S) 
0.51 
0.51 
0.38to0.80 
0.51 
0 
-0.30to0.51 
., 
Horizon ta 1/tagential 
z-axis(rad/s) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-0.04to0 
-0.04to0 
I n it i a I top p I a t f ~ r r11 Io ca ti on : 0 d t = ( O , 1 O 111 , 6 O 111 ) 
Initial bottom platf<;m11 location: tdb= ( O, O, 55m) 
Figure 8: Table of tl1e six case st1J.dies_ bei11g presented 
--.. -----·-·· ............ -- . , .... _, ___ ··-···· .. - ... -
.  . . 
Vertical 
z-axis(rn/s) 
0 
0 
0 
-1.52tol.52 
0 
0 
• 
.. 
Nulled Gains. Many oscillating systen1s encountered in • 
• 
eng1neer1ng may be crud,,lv . , 
represented by a simple harmonic oscillator. Such representations allow the investigator to 
glean an essence of the system's motion. In the proposed robot crane the cable lengths arc 
long much likE: a simple pendulum. Thus we assume that a fundamental motion of the crane 
would be similiar to the pendulum. 
A simple pendulum consists of a bob mass, m, attached to a length of cord, /, oscillating in 
a vertical plane. At tin1e, t, the cord forms a.n a.ngle a with the vertica.l plane as shown in r:ig. 
9. The forces acting on the bob are its weight, W, and the force exerted by the cord. 'l'c. 
Resolving the acceleration of the bob into a. tangential, 31:, and a norma.l, an, components and 
observing that 3t = Iii, we write the following equation using Newton's second law: 
,, 
- _ .. ., . 
EFt= m~: -W sino = m/o ( 4 .2) 
Noting that W= mg and dividing through by 111/~ we obtain 
o+ 7 sino 0 (·1.J) 
For small angles for which the approxi1nation sina~a is valid, the acceleration is proportional 
to the displacement we obtain the well known equation: 
•• Q' 
or, 
•• (} 
') 
-Wn .. O 
where wn 2 = 7. Then the period of a simple pendulum is thus: 
T - 21r 
- Wn 
( 4 .4) 
( 4.6) 
Substituting the dimensions of the robot crane the period of this system is calculated to be, 
T = 21r 14.88 s 
,, 
'l 
When the gains of the feedforward controller are set at zero the system is allowed to 
, .. --- . ·- ··--·-· -·----.--.. ----
--- - ·,·····-- It-· .. - --- -- --·--- •• ~ •• -- - •-" ·- ·-·. ~ 
..... ,-. - ---------------~---·---.-·~--------------- --
' · · · -
. . - -~------------
----~·--------",;---- ---~~·- ·-••r·---•-·-••-r--·••-•-•--·· ,---~•r•••• •• r• 
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oscillate freely much like a pendulum. The oscilla.tions of the robot cra.ne are induced by th<· 
moven1ent of the top platform. In this ca.se the top platform translate 15.24 meters ( 50ft) 
along the y-axis of the origin, in 30 seconds using the algorithm prescribed by Eq. ( 3.5b ). 
After the top stops moving the controller continues to maintain the cable tensions at the 
steady state platform value. The botto1n pla.tform oscillates, as shown in Fig. 10. This 
oscillation period is approximately equal to the simple pendulum approxin1ation. 
Varying Gain Settings. An optimal set of control gains is deterrnined using sin1ple 
horizontal/radial carriage 1notion. An assorted con1bination of gains are simulated a.nd va.Ju<~s 
of their dynamic chara.cteristics detern1ined. These values are used to determined the optin1a.l 
selection. We start by noting the type of n1otion we want the systen1 to have and detern1ine 
the gains required to achieve this motion if the system consisted of a simple rigid body 
connected to a single actuator. For this study we assume tl1e ideal n1otion is described by the 
familiar equation: 
• • ') ~ • 2 
X + -~;..JnX + w'll X F'( t) c-·1.,) 
where w 11 is the natural frequency of the systen1, and ( is the da111ping ratio. Equating Eq. 
( 4. 7) to (3.11 ), which describes the error generated by the feedback of the controller, we ob ta.in 
the following relationships: 
2 (27r)2 l(p == Wn == T ( 4.8) 
( 4 .9) 
Substituting the system,s period of oscillation, T==15s, we get Kp=0.18 and for (=1, critica.J 
da1nping, Kv ==0.84. Valµes for l(p and l(v of this order will be exan1ined. 
For comparison purposes a plot of the cable forces versus tin1e for the case where the 
cables are kept at a constant length is shown in Fig. 11. This is accomplished by n·ot 
implementing the controller. The tensions effected by the cable on the right side of the 
platform, cable length 3~4,5, are the san1e a.s those affecting the left side., cable length 1 ~·) ~fi. 
' The average cable tension is nearly unchanged fron1 the steady state, refer to appendix l a.nd 
the IMP calculated is 32000 N ·s . 
• 
. ' . 
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Figures 12 and 13 show how the settling t.in1e a.nd deviated in1pulse vary with syst<'lll 
gains. From Fig. 12 we see that a decrea.se in l(p or Kv increases the system's settling tirn<"\. 
Periodic increases in t 5 occurs because of the definition of settling time; the time when the 
displacement oscillation enters and remains in a. given tolerance. From the nature of this index 
there is a range where the value of the settling time will lie in the trough of the oscillation and 
remain fairly constant over a range in gains. Then at a particular set of gains another trough 
enters the band and is made the basis of the n1easurements. The end effect is that there ar<' 
step-wise changes in the settling time. 
Increasing Kv decreases settling time, a. desireable feature, while it increases the deviat.<'d 
impulse, an undesirea.ble feature. Increasing l(p also decreases settling time. Its effect on 
deviated impulse is to cause a trough as shown in Fig. 13 occuring at l{p~0.175 . 
To obtain an optima.I gain setting we \veigh the results and decide upon the importa.nce c>f 
each index to the crane trajectories. Ga.ins of l(p==0.4,5 a.nd I<v==0.70 were chosen to keer thf' 
settling time less than 5 seconds and provided a local 1nini1num in the deviated i1npulse. It 
was felt that this minin1un1 provides a sufficient. ca.pability to keep the ca.bles in tension. 'l'li<' 
resulting systen1 response to the gain settings is shown in Fig. 14. ']'he settling tin1e f(>I' t.lic 
system is 5 seconds, and the IMP is 25600 N ·s. This value of IMP is 20.,5% less than the ca.se 
where the con trailer wa.s not implemented. 
Note from the displacement curve, Fig. 14, that a proper choice of l{p and I<v does 
guarantees convergence of position errors. But, it does not coordinate the sp~Pd of 
convergence among the six degrees of freedon1 c)f the robot cra.ne. Since son1e botton1 platf(>r111 
displacements converge faster than others. 
Varying Top Platforn1 Translation Ra.tes. We use the gain settings j~st detern1ine~ in a 
number of simulations to determine the robustness of this controller under various cra.ne 
operations. The first series of simulations involves varying the translational rate of the top 
platform. We use the same top y-axis or horizontal/radial/transla.tion and change the ra.te of 
translation by altering the total travel tin1e within a range of 19 to 40 seconds. The n1inin1 u 111 
translation time of 19 seconds results in cables tS and 6 going slack. The force curves fc)r t.his 
situation is shown in Fig. 15. 
, ,, 
A graph plotting top platform translation, settling time and IMP is shown in Fig. 16. The 
figures shows that for a decrease in translational time a corresponding increase in settling tiine 
• 
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occurs. A faster translation induces greater acceleration which then causes a greater devia.t.iu11 
from nominal cable tensions. A steep increa.se in IMP occurs when the translastional tirn~ is 
less then 27 seconds. To decrease settling ti1ne and the IMP an alternate set of gians \Votild 
have to be used. We have not determined how to set these gains as a function of the platforn1 
velocity. We believe such an algorithm is both desirable and possible. 
Bottom Platform Vertical Translation. The next series of simulations in valve retracting a 11 cl 
extending the botto1n platform along the vertica.l of z-axis while moving the overhea.d <)f t.h,, 
top platform 15.24m in 30 second in the horizontaJ/radial direction. The the botton1 pla.t.for111 
is translated in the vertical direction up to 45. 72111 ( 150ft ), as described by Eq. (3.5b ), \Vithin 
the same translation period of 30 seconds. The system's response as measured by the t 5 and 
the IMP are shown in Fig. 17. The figure reveals that there is a so1newhat line~r relationship 
between bottom vertical translation and the 1I\1P of the system. A diffinite advantage occurs 
•• 
in retracting the platfor1n. A dramatic ju1np of four seconds in the settling time occurs in a. 
relatively small change in translational displa.cen1ent of -22.9111 to -3:3 .. 5111. This phenc)tncnu11 is 
attributed to the cha.nge of the systen1 's stiffness ca.use by ha.ving shorter cable lPngths 
[Da.galakis]. 
Force curves ot the extreme cases studied are shown in Fig. 18 and 19. The stea.dy sta.te 
values of 1170N and 11 lON for the cable tension differ because of the geometrical effects given 
the different linkage configuration. Decreasing the deviation in the forces would require gain 
setting routines. 
Top Platform Rotation. This ser-ies of. si 111 u la.tions involves top plat f or1n n1otic)n i 11 t Ii<' 
. 
horizontal\tangential\rotation, rotating in the horizonta.l pla.ne so tha.t it n1oves tangential 1.() 
a circle. The time of rotation was fixed to 30 seconds and the an1ount of rotation varied 
between O and -70 degrees about the origin. The system response to this series of simu;1.tion;; 
are shown in Fig. 20. The Il\tlP has a linear relationship to the rate of rotation. Although 
settling time plots typically show a step-wise pattern, due to the nature of its measuring 
' 
parameter, the large jump from t 5 =0 to t 5 ==4 suggest further investagation. 
Not unlike the res u I ts of the previous sect.ic)n ~ the syste111 dy narn ic8 a.re being n1c)re st. ro11gl_y· 
influenced by a particular force in these si1nulation. In this case the don1inating force is duet() 
the moment exterted by the inertia of the syste1n. ~ At high rotation rates the load/ mo_deled a.s 
• 
a thin rod attempts to rotate about the platforms axes. We believe it will be possible to set 
the gaii:i of the controller high enough to co~pensate for the effects of this force. If not then 
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the results can be disasterious for the lower platform will tend to spin relative to the 11pp<·r 
platform. The force and acceleration curves for the -72 degrees of total rotation are sh()\Vll in 
Fig. 21. The force curve is well behavied for the first 42 seconds of the simulation. ;\t this 
point the cable forces started to sharply deviate from the nominal indicating an in1proper set 
of gains. If the relative rotations is greater than some angle which depend on the 
uncontrollable distant then platform spinning will occur. The feedforward algorithm should be 
able to reduce the possibility of this occurring. 
The gains used for this set of simulations a.rP those chosen to optin1ize the top tra.nslat ion al 
case. In the rotational study these gains are only effective in controlling the syste111 up t.(> a 
total rotation of -70 degrees, after which the system goes unstable. The author is not 
suggesting that the gain settings used a.re the best ·values for t.his application. i\ltPring t.hr .. 
gain setting to suit this or any particular case study would undou btly improve performance. 
But, there may be a limitation to this contolJer in that there still are trajectories that \vii) 
cause the system to go unstable regardless of how high or low the gains are set to compensate 
the unstablizing forces. This topic is left for further study. 
Top Platform Rota.tion and Translation. The final set of sin1ulations involve a co1nbina.tio11 <>f' 
both y-axis horizona.l/ra.dial/translation a.nd z-a.xis rotation or horizontal/ta.ngentia.1/rc)t.a.t.i<)ll. 
We set the total trajectory time to 30 seconds, and vary the top radial translation fron1 -6. l 111 
(-20ft) to 15.24m (50ft), and the top rotation from O degrees to -70 degrees. A large set <)f 
simulations were performed covering con1binations of tl1ese ranges. The resulting setting ti1ne 
and IMP are given in Fig. 22 and 23. 
From Fig. 22, we notice that the fa.st.er the rate of n1otion of the pla.tfor111 the greater the' 
settling time.. Depending on the con1bina.tio11 of translationa.l to rot.a.ti()lla.l displa.cen1e11t. there· 
are areas where one set of forces influences t.he systen1 111ore so tha.11 the other. Fo·r exa.111ple~ 
in the region of z-axis rotation of -0.24 to -0.42rad, and at low values of y-axis translation the 
settling time remains unchanged. When the y-axis translation increases past 7.24m there is a. 
steep jump in t 5 , suggesting that a change i11 the dominating dynamics factor of the system 
has occured. 
From Fig. 23, the relationship of the syste1n 's IMP to the top platforn1 trajectory is nea.rly 
. 
' 
li~ear, with an increa.se in platform n1otion there is an increase in 1I\1P. \,\!hen both retracting._ 
and rotating the top platform the effects of rotation plus transla.tion induced dyna1nics a.re 
balanced by having the top platform closer to _the center of rotation. The result is a y-axis 
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translational value that produces a local n1axi1num value of the IMP at -l.65m. Again this 
controller encounters proble1ns at the extren1<' case. 
The plots suggest that examination of critical dynamic factors and their influence 011 
control of the system should be central then1e in further research on robotic cranes. 
Summary and Conclusion: 
This paper presents the preliminary equations neces~ary to understand the dynarnics of 
using a fine motion parallel linkage appended to a gross motion seria.l device. Eq u at.io11:-; 
describing the relevent forces acting on the fine 111otion system are derived in a general f()l'Jllat.. 
These equations allo,v for th~ c.ontrol c)f the position, velocity a.nd forces of device. 'J'hP 
feedforward controller in1plemented in this study was derived directly from these equations: 
and its application provided some encoura.ging results. The controller gains was able to 
minimize the performance index IMP for the particular case that they were selected for. The 
gains proved to be effective for a variety of platform trajectories. Though, the results suggest 
that the greater the deviations of the trajectory of the platform fron1 the designed case the lf'ss 
effective these gain settings will be. This is particularly true when the platforn1 trajectory 
induces large dynarn ic forces. The resu Its of i n1 properly using sel~cted gains in t hesf' casf's 
could prove to be disastrous since the controller could go unstable. 
These simulations show a general relationship between the motion of the syste1n and the 
l· values of the settling time and the IMP. This study shows that when optimizing the gains for 
a particular platform trajectory, there is a. trade-off situation between the setting time of thP 
system and the IMP. These two indices have opposing effects on the system so choosing a 
gain setting will have to be done by weighing the i1nporta.nce of the two para111eters on \vhat 
operational conditions the crane will be working in. Despite~ the genera.I effectiveness <.)f t.h<' 
feedforward controller in n1inin1izing the 11\1 P and controlling the oscillation of the systen1~ 
there is still no adequate 1nethod of detern1ining optimal gains for a given traj~ctory, other 
than studing each trajectory case individually. 
' . 
.. .. 
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Future Research: 
Two branches of research are suggested; one in the development of gain setting algori th 111s 
and a second towards the development of a n1or<~ comprehensive dynan1ic rnodel of this s.yst.e111. 
The various assumptions maded in this paper should be more stringently investa.gat<~d. 
Additional dynamic properties of the systen1 should be added into the model. For exa1nple the 
inertial and flexural properties or each cable have to be modeled. The vibrational effects of the 
cables will have to be studied. The effects of varying position and orien tational forces due to 
cable deflections should also be examined. 
A considerable amount of work will ha.ve to be centered on the performance of t.hf\ 
controller. An effective means of choosing gain settings for various platform trajectories is 
required. More simulations will have to be perfor1ned to get a better understanding cJf t.hr-
relationship between gain and systen1 response. A 111ethod of safe guarding the controller fr(Hll 
going out of control will also have to be investagated. An alternative approach to controlling 
the error of the system should be looked at. The author suggest that applying a controller 
gain to each degree of freedom of the botton1 platform may allow greater control of various 
DO F that may dominate the system's dyna.n1ics. 
Various supplementa.ry fa.cets of the proposed robot cra.ne should a.lscJ be a.dded to t.ltP list 
of suggested research. Including the study of possible singula.rity positic)ns of the cra.ne d11ri11g 
operational conditions. The effects various loa.ds and cable configu ra.tions will ha.ve on t. hP 
stiffness of the crane. The possibility of using force control, and examining the effects external 
disturbance such as wind gust will have on the effectiveness of this manipulator cra.ne to 
function. 
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APPENDIX 
.,:'· 
Appendix 1: Cable tensions without imple1nenti11g the controller 
time Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Average 
0 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
1 1088.938 1113.106 1113.106 1088.938 1138.497 1138.497 1113.514 
2 1028.446 1112.113 1112.113 1028.446 1199.996 1199.996 1113.518 
3 949.212 1110.794 1110.794 949.212 1280.535 1280.535 1113.514 
4 865.232 1109.406 1109.406 865.232 1365.902 1365.902 1113.514 
5 787.4536 1108.114 1108.114 787.4536 1444.973 1444.973 1113.514 
6 724.064 1107.067 1107.067 724.064 1509.41 1509.41 1113.514 
• 7· 680. 7752 1106.36 1106.36 680.7752 1553.406 1553.406 1113.514 
8 661.028 1106.034 1106.034 661.028 1573.479 1573.479 1113.514 
9 666.264 1106.115 1106.115 666.264 1568.162 1568.162 1113.514 
10 696.1568 1106.605 1106.605 696.1568 1537.779 1537.779 1113.514 
11 748.8976 1107.475 1107.475 748.8976 1484.154 1484.154 1113.509 
12 821.4264 1108.686 1108.686 821.4264 1410.429 1410.429 1113.514 
13 909.6768 1110.141 1110.141 909.6768 1320.723 1320.723 1113.514 
14 1008.807 1111.786 1111.786 1008.807 1219.947 1219.947 1·113. 514 
15 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
16 1218.22 1115.241 1115.241 1218.22 1007.08 1007.08 1113.514 
17 1317.35 1116.886 1116.886 1317.35 906.304 906.304 1113.514 
18 1405.601 1118.342 1118.342 1405.601 816.5984 816.5984 1113.514 
19 1478.13 1119.552 1119.552 1478.13 742.8728 742.8728 1113.518 
20 1530.87 1120.422 1120.422 1530.87 689.248 689.248 1113.514 
21 1560.763 1120.912 1120.912 1560.763 658.8656 658.8656 1113.514 
22 1565.999 1120.994 1120.994 1565.999 653.548 653.548 1113.514 
23 1546.252 1120.667 1120.667 1546.252 673.6216 673.6216 1113.514 
24 1502.963 1119.96 1119.96 1502.963 717.6176 717.6176 1113.514 
25 1439.574 1118.913 1118.913 1439.574 782.0544 782.0544 1113.514 
26 1361.795 1117.621 1117.621 1361.795 861.1248 861.1248 1113.514 
27 1.2 77. 815 1116.234 1116.234 1277.815 946.492 946.492 1113.514 
28 1198.595 1114.928 1114.928 1198.595 1027.031 1027.031 1113.518 
29 1138.089 1113.922 1113.922 1138.089 1088.544 1088.544 1113.518 
r • .:~_-;,Ill~ 
. 30 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
' ' 31 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 11 lt,3 . 514 
32 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
33 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
34 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
35 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
36 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
37 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
38 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
39 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 11·13. 514 
40 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 1113.514 
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Appendix 2: Settling time for various gain settings 
-.. 
• Gain • Gain Settling Gain Gain Settling 
Kp Kv Time(s) Kp Kv Time(s) 
1 0.17836 0.84466 9 36 0.15 0.6 15 
2 0.12485 .0. 7066 11 37 0.071 1 6 
3 0.23187 0.963 8 38 0.15 1.2 5 
4 0.071345 0.534 20 39 0.1 1.2 7 
5 0.0981 0.626 18 40 0.125 1 9 
6 0.107 0.654 17 41 0.071 1.4 10 
7 0.1159 0.681 15 42 0.3 1.1 2 
8 0.1123 0.6704 16 43 0.3 1.2 2 
9 0.0892 0.597 19 44 0.235 1.4 4 
10 0.23187 0.84 8 45 0.275 1.2 3 
11 0.125 0.84 11 46 0.2 0.7 7 
12 0.071 0.84 12 47 0.275 0.7 7 
13 0.28538 0.84 7 48 0.235 1.2 3 
14 0.33889 0.84 7 49 0.275 1 7 
15 0.0178 0.84 13 50 0.235 0.6 13 
16 0.1516 0.84 10 51 0.32 0.6 5 
17 0.205 0.84 9 · 52 0.21 1.5 5 
18 0.32997 0.84 7 53 0.45 0.5 9 
19 0.178 1.0558 4 54 0.6 0.5 4 
20 0.178 1.26699 5 55 0.45 0.7 5 
21 0.178 0.6335 9 56 0.6 0.7 4 
22 0.178 0.422 21 57 0.45 0.9 5 
23 0.18 1.0135 4· 58 0.6 
.. 0.9 3 
24 0.178 1.098 4 .... •~ 59 0.45 1.2 1 
25 0.178 0.506 15 60 0.6 1.2 0 
26 0.178 0.591 15 61 0.45 1.4 2 
27 0.178 1.1825 5 62 0.6 1.4 1 
28 0.178 1.35 5 63 0.6 1.1 0 
29 0.178 0.929 9 64 0.45 1.1 1 
30 0.178 0.76 9 65 0.6 1.3 1 
31 0.178 0.971 9 66 0.45 1.3 1 
32 0.18 1.14 4 67 0.5 1.3 1 
33 ~ 0. 178 ! 1.~36 6 68 0.55 1.2 1 
34 0.178 1.52 f, 7 69 0.5 1.2 1 
35 0.071 0.7 12 
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Appendix 3: IMP for various gain settings 
J:· 
• • IMP Gain Gain Gain Gain IMP 
Kp Kv (KN*s) Kp Kv (KN*s) 
1 0.17836 0.84466 23.8059 36 0.15 0.6 22.18182 
2 0.12485 0.7066 23.31221 37 0.071 1 27.1722 
3 0.23187 0.963 24.35684 38 0.15 1.2 26.36103 
4 0.071345 0.534 23.50661 39 0.1 1.2 27.43289 
5 0.0981 0.626 23.19843 40 0.125 1 25.58448 
6 0.107 0.654 23.241 41 0.071 1.4 29.63739 
7 0.1159 0.681 23.26616 42 0.3 1.1 25.39926 
8 0.1123 0.6704 23.25323 43 0.3 1.2 25.73694 
9 0.0892 0.597 23.29041 44 0.235 1.4 26.52976 
10 0.23187 0.84 24.13546 45 0.275 1.2 25.69296 
11 0.125 0.84 24.92866 46 0.2 0.7 23.05764 
12 0.071 0.84 26.55657 47 0.275 0.7 23.7147 
13 0.28538 0.84 24.3309 48 0.235 1.2 25.70947 
14 0.33889 0.84 24.67765 49 0.275 1 24.93183 
15 0.0178 0.84 29.6814 50 0.235 0.6 22.74932 
16 0.1516 0.84 24.49801 51 0.32 0.6 23.93465 
17 0.205 0.84 24.14057 52 0.21 1.5 27.10246 
18 0.32997 0.84 24.61389 53 0.45 0.5 25.51877 
19 0.178 1.0558 25.59699 54 0.6 0.5 26.80008 
20 0.178 1.26699 26.75951 55 0.45 0.7 25.62151 
21 0.178 0.6335 22.64108 56 0.6 0.7 26.8264 
22 0.178 0.422 20.64566 57 0.45 0.9 25.89577 
• 
23 0.18 1.0135 25.34514 58 0.6 0.9 26.93172 
24 0.178 1.098 25.8417 59 0.45 1.2 26.39634 
25 0.178 0.506 21.47944 60 0.6 1.2 27.1766 
26 0.178 0.591 22.26752 61 0.45 1.4 26.75527 
27 0.178 1.1825 26.31181 62 0.6 1.4 27.37399 
28 0.178 1.35 27.19156 63 0.6 1.1 27.08647 
29 0.178 0.929 24.81669 64 0.45 1.1 26.22248 
30 0.178 0.76 23.66078 65 0.6 1.3 27.27282 
31 0.178 0.971 25.08528 66 0.45 1.3 26.5744 
32 0.18 1.14 26.07989 67 .,. 0.5 1.3 26.80766 
33 0.178 1.436 27.61306 68 0.55 1.2 26.92535 
34 0.178 1.52 28.02349 69 0.5, 1.2 26.66315 
35 0.071 0.7 24.97448 
._ .. .,::i 
I ' '·_,. 
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Appendix 4: Settling ti1ne and IMP for various top platform translation times 
.I:"· 
platform decay settling Imp 
time time time (N*s) , 
0 19 36 17 49098.85 
1 20 32 12 45399.66 
2 21 33 12 42106.52 
3 22.5 34 11.5 37969.4 
4 24 35 11 34543.34 
5 25 35 10 32645.16 
6 27.5 33 5.5 28697.65 
7 29 34 5 26777.39 
8 30 35 5 25621.52 
9 31 36 5 24587.59 
10 32 37 5 23639 
11 32.5 37 4.5 23191.04 
12 34 38 4 21957.38 
13 35 35 0 21212.86 
14 36 36 0 20522.78 
15 37 37 0 19890.89 
16 38 38 0 19293.48 
17 39 39 0 18734.3 
18 40 40 0 18202.92 
' I 
l 
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Appendix 5: Settling time and IMP for various bottom platform translations 
~-
bottom decay settling Imp 
tran z time time (N*s) 
-1 -45.72 30 0 12707.81 
2 -42.672 30 0 13361.6 
3 -38.1 30 0 14436.67 
4 -33.528 30 0 15603.11 
5 -30.48 33 3 16419.79 
6 -27.432 33 3 17262.96 
7 -22.86 34 4 18571.58 
8 -18.288 34 4 19922.68 
9 -15.24 34 4 20843.1 
10 -12.192 34 4 21777.17 
11 -7.62 35 5 23200.45 
I' 
12 -3.048 35 5 24646.55 
/5 13 0 35 25621.52 
14 3.048 35 5 26604.26 
15 7.62 35 5 28116.6 
16 12.192 35 5 29617.42 • 
17 15.24 35 5 30624.39 
18 18.288 35 5 31636.1 
19 22.86 35 5 33161.71 
20 27.432 36 6 34695.8 
21 30.48 36 6 35722.89 
22 33.528 36 6 36753 
23 38.1 36 6 38303.85 
24 42.672 36 6 39860.64 
25 45.72 36 I 6 40901.43 ..,. 
, 
- ---·. -
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Appendix 6: Settling time and IMP for various top platform rotations 
• 
Rotation Settling Imp 
(degree) (rad) Time (N*s) 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 -2.5 -0.04363 0 779.037 
3 -5 -0.08727 0 1570.075 
4 -7.5 -0.1309 0 2348.23 
5 -10 -0.17453 0 3152.231 
6 -12.5 -0.21817 0 3943.521 
< 7 -15 -0.2618 0 4758.341 
8 -17.5 -0.30543 0 5571.455 
9 -20 -0.34907 0 6399.871 
10 -22.5 -0.3927 0 7237.309 
11 -25 -0.43633 0 8084.645 
12 -27.5 -0.47997 0 8948.433 
13 -30 -0.5236 0 9829.024 
14 -32.5 -0.56723 0 10722.61 
15 -35 -0.61087 0 11632.2 
16 -37.5 -0.6545 0 12557.87 
17 -40 -0.69813 0 13501.94 
18 -42.5 -0.74176 0 14465.79 
19 -45 -0.7854 0 15442.15 
20 -47.5 -0.82903 0 16442.52 
21 -50 -0.87266 0 17455.82 
22 -52.5 -0.9163 4 18485.5 
23 -55 -0.95993 4 19545.32 
24 -57.5 -1.00356 4 20574.21 
25 -60 -1.0472 4 21714 
26 -62.5 -1.09083 4 22835.53 
27 -65 -1.13446 4 23962.34 
• 
~ 28 -67.5 -1.1781 5 25124.67 
29 -70 -1.22173 5 26289.18 
' 
' 
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Appendix 7: Settling time and IMP for variou~ top platform translation and rotations 
' 
t9p_rot • settling IMP y-axis (rad) trans(m) time (s) (N*s) 
1 -0.244 -6.096 0 7558.072 
2 -0.244 -3.048 0 12277.43 
3 -0.244 3.048 0 8275.559 
4 -0.244 6.096 0 13710.09 
5 -0.244 9.144 0 19170.03 
6 -0.244 12.192 4 24635.52 
7 -0.244 15.24 5 30102.71 
8 -0.488 -6.096 0 10410.94 9 -0.488 -3.048 0 14592.98 f, 
10 -0.488 3.048 0 11932.86 
11 -0.488 6.096 0 17582.58 
12 -0.488 9.144 4 23398.;39 
13 -0.488 12.192 4 29262.79 
14 -0.488 15.24 5 35149.15 
15 -0.733 -6.096 0 13917.35 
16 -0.733 -3.048 0 17232 
17 -0.733 3.048 4 16985.88 
18 -0.733 6.096 5 22268.7 
19 -0.733 9.144 5 28395.44 
20 -0.733 12.192 5 34671.63 
21 -0.733 15.24 5 40971.75 
22 -0.977 -6.096 0 18277.12 
23 -0.977 -3.048 0 20320.51 
24 -0.977 3.048 5 23481.03 
25 -0.977 6.096 5 28186.96 
26 -0.977 9.144 5 34469.76 
27 -0.977 12.192 5 41156.98 
28 -0.977 15.24 10 47951.14 
29 -1.222 -6.096 0 23342.22 
30 -1.222 -3.048 0 23918.12 
31 -1.222 3.048 5 30824.14 
32 -1.222 6.096 5 35926.67 
33 -1.222 9.144 9 42647.24 
34 -1.222 12.192 10 50287.34 
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